“It’s not just a photo shoot, it’s an empowering,
pampering transformative experience”.
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WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT
I specialize in creating magazine
style portraits of real women JUST
LIKE YOU.
- if you are more used to food
stained mum clothes
- if you’ve ever dreamed of being
photogenic but in reality hide from
the camera because you believe you
so totally aren’t
- if you’ve ever wanted someone
to take a photo of you that totally
captures who you are...
Then I cant wait to meet you,
photograph you and show you just
how beautiful you are.
The women I photograph are
gorgeous, everyday women of all
shapes and sizes of every age and
background. They are you and they
are all of us.
Join them and let me show you how
beautiful you are.

WHY DO I NEED
A PORTRAIT OF MYSELF
Because you deserve a
gorgeous photo of yourself.
Because having a gorgeous
photo is an act of self-love.
Good portraits provide
moments of self discovery.
And portraits are the witnesses
of our lives.
Because one day your gorgeous
photos will become priceless
treasures for your family and
friends.
Happy snaps and selfies are not
ultimately how you want to be
remembered.
And because we are not
promised tomorrow and we
don’t know what the future
holds...

Hello Beautiful
I want to be really clear. We do enjoy makeup and glam
dress ups here at the studio, but I want you to do it not
because of any sense of lack, but instead purely because its
fun and you enjoy it.
I know for sure that every woman is beautiful with or
without makeup and styling and I can show you your
beauty. All it takes is for you and I to connect and commit
to working together and for you to trust me. When you do
this I can get you comfortable and confident in front of my
camera regardless of whether you are dressed up to the
nines or barefaced and raw. And when this happens you will
have the most beautiful photos you’ve ever seen of yourself.
Come as you are and be who you want,
and let me help you shine.

What type of photography is this?
You can call it fashion, glamour, motherdaughter, boudoir, maternity, personal
branding, beauty, creative, fine art
I CALL IT PORTRAIT

I think... “who’s looking anyway” But the
reality is I am looking, I am the one who
needs to remember that I am beautiful,
I am the one who deserves this lovely
gift”. - Abigail

I STAND FOR BEAUTY
Beauty is such an expansive concept but it has been co-opted into
one small word meaning the value of our physical attributes. But I’m
on a mission to remind everyone that our beauty is much more than
one thing. Beauty is actually a vessel or a concept that holds and
displays all our virtues. These individual virtues are what make us
beautiful - our magnificence is beautiful, our gentleness is beautiful,
our laughter is beautiful, …. anything MORE than the parts of your
body are what makes you beautiful. Beauty is in all things at all
times, not just in how we look.

CHILDREN, TWEENS, COMING OF AGE and LEAVERS

CELEBRATE YOUR DAUGHTERS MILESTONES
This is a chance to capture that in-between age, when you can still
see your little girl but we can all see the beautiful woman that is
blooming. It is a gift to her. Showing her her beauty at this time,
(and I don’t me facial symmetry or waist measurements), but the
beauty that shines from within and makes her unique, is one of the
best gifts you can give her setting out in life. Helping her to see her
her own unique soul can support the self worth you hope you have
instilled in her. Letting her know she is worthy of love, of respect, of
consideration and that she is enough, is oh so important at this time.
We will make her the centre of attention for the day in my cozy
private studio. Give her a fantastic professional styling session and
then I will photograph her to capture this precious time in her life
and her unique style and personality. (Note this doesn’t have to
be all glitter and glamour and mega makeup, I’m just as happy
photographing tomboys and girls with sass and attitude and a
more natural look).
Mum you should come too. Be there for her. Show her how
precious she is to you. Have this time together and get beautiful
pictures not only of her but the two of you together.
A little confidence will go along ways, in a young persons life,
especially during their teen years. These girls are nothing but
beautiful, and gorgeous!

AS A WOMEN BEING IN PHOTOGRAPHS
IS AN ACT OF SELF LOVE AND SELFLESS LOVE
Some people believe getting photographs of yourself is vain, but
I believe having beautiful, meaningful portraits is an act of selflove.
If you are saying to yourself, I’m am not pretty enough, skinny
enough, good enough to have photos or be in photos, then that
will stick! Do you really want to spend your lifetime thinking that
negatively about yourself !! What impact is that going to have on
you, and your family?
Having photos of yourself should be a celebration of you and
your life, capturing the moments of it and giving gratitude for all
that you are and all that you have.
Your children and your family also want you to be in
photographs. They want that for themselves and their children
and their children’s children. I challenge you to be in your own
photographic legacy, so that you all have photos to look back on.
Capture yourself as you are right now, be brave, record your life,
your loves, your story and your character.
Love yourself enough to be in photographs, love your family
enough to be in photographs and be the memories that get
passed down. #existinphotographs

CREATIVE EXPRESSION
I love creative challenges, tell me how you
dream of being photographed. Show me
your favourite photos on instagram or the
web. Let’s make magic together.

NO EXCUSES - OK!
I’m not photogenic –
there is no such thing, its just good lighting and
good posing and I have both covered for you.
I don’t like having my photo taken –
I promise it will not only be easy it will be lots 		
of fun too.
I need to lose weight –
I will pose and light you so you beautiful just as
you are right now
I’m too old –
Nooo… never! I promise to show you your grace,
elegance and experience through these photos.
I’ve never done this before –
not many of my clients have, they all come 		
in nervous, but I promise you they all left happy
and confident.
I really like digital images –
All of the printed photos you purchase come 		
with the corresponding digital file for sharing 		
on social media.
I cant afford it –
I work with clients with all budgets. I take 		
credit cards and I do offer no interest
payment plans.

FAMILY PORTAITS

Memories are our most precious possessions. Having a special time together at the
studio can capture those treasured moments in your family’s life. Making the clock
stop for just long enough to get beautiful photographs of that moment in time and that
inexplicable bond you share.

Women’s generations portraits are one of my favourite things to do, mothers, daughters,
babies and grandmothers, capturing that strong matriarchal bond makes my heart sing.
I am predominately focused on giving women and girls the best possble body image
and self love experience however the importance of celebrating all the poeple that my
beautiful client love is of the upmost importance to me also.

Generally women and girls come for the entire shoot (unless they are really young)
and the men and boys come in about half way through for around 30mins to get those
gorgeous family portraits where mum looks absolutely her best.
Family portraits last forever and are a treasured legacy to be passed down to your
children and your children’s children. I beg you...exist in photographs.

HEADSHOTS AND
PERSONAL BRANDING
You are the face of your business
so make a great impression.
(Fully tax deductable too).
Add branding shots on to your
portrait session or have some
glamour shots done while you
are all made up and looking
gorgeous.

I experienced the most self affirming, fulfilling, positive, empowering
healing experience with two most compassionate individuals. You two have
done so much for me, on so many levels, and I will always be grateful. My
whole mindset has shifted in wonderful ways, and that’s without seeing
the photos yet. I left that day floating on air, proud, exultant and absolutely
feeling beautiful.
Michael Cuddihy - Thanks Hazel for helping Rachel and the rest of the world
see what I have for over 30 years. Beautiful photos of a beautiful subject

Hazel captured a beauty that I had otherwise never seen in myself. Looking
at these images I feel womanly, strong, vulnerable and beautiful – this is the
real gift.

Hazel captured something that I feel inside me but don’t often see reflected
back when I look in the mirror. I am so grateful to have had the chance to
overcome my dismissive approach to my appearance, to honour how I look
and to come to a deeper understanding of who I am. Daring myself to step
way outside of my comfort zone and fully embrace my own beauty, is not
only transformational for me, but will also add to how I can help and support
my clients.

I can honestly say this is one of the most empowering things I have ever
done. I came away feeling like a million bucks. Every woman regardless of
age, shape or size should do this at least once in their lifetime. It really brings
home the truth and the absolute knowing that are bodies are merely the
vehicle for our soul and we are all beautiful.

THE EXPRIENCE

Wow what a surprise. I found the studio session an empowering and uplifting process, especially as someone who does not enjoy being photographed.
It was a delightfully playful experience

For me this is all about self-acceptance. I am who I am and that’s ok
- in fact it’s more than ok, it’s exciting.”

When I left Hazel’s studio, I was changed. I did not expect this. My
self esteem and self acceptance had been boosted by about 1000
degrees. I feel so different about myself. I love my body so much
more, and I cant stop smiling. I feel more like me.

I never knew having my photo taken could be enjoyable and fun.
It’s dress ups for grown ups, and being pampered for the day I felt
more feminine than I had in a very long time.

Thank you Hazel for making something that I thought was going
to be a big deal into something that was easy, comfortable, really
enjoyable and something that I am so glad I did

My heart is filled with gratitude knowing that what Hazel has
captured through the lens of her camera are not photographs of
me but windows looking into my soul. It was a wonderful, healing,
joyful experience.

This process for me was about letting go and freedom and Hazel and Jess
were amazing at facilitating that. I’ve struggled a lot in the past with self
image, thinking I’m too this or not enough that, so this experience was
about letting go of all that and accepting who I am - my femininity, my
strength and my vulnerability. Hazel was also open to my creative ideas
and using symbolism that was important to me.

Seeing myself through the eye of Hazel’s camera lens was a profound
experience for me.. Attractive; sophisticated; beautiful are all words that I
had not applied to myself before. I do now and will never think of myself
quite the same again.

This is a real “model for a day” experience without the pressure of actually
being a model! Clothes, hair and makeup are all supplied and you still end
up looking like you - just the best looking, most photogenic version of you!

It’s so hard to put the experience into words - such a subtle and deep shift
in how I think of myself and my body. A whole new level of acceptance and
love!

I cannot Thank you enough for Tuesday! It was such a fabulous,
empowering inspirational day! ( and such fabulous feminine fun). Hazel
the space you have created and hold for your clientele is profound. The
journey you took me on this last Tuesday was healing, revealing and
invigorating. Your gift is unique!

You can look at a picture for a week and never think of it again. You can also look at a picture
for a second and think of it all your life. That’s how I felt after my photo shoot with Hazel.
I wasn’t shy at all, I just felt good in my skin and empowered.- Angie

BOUDOIR CAN BE SO MANY THINGS,
BUT IT CAN BE WHAT YOU WANT IT TO BE.
For some it will be sexy, for some that will mean
strong, for others it will be about vulnerability, or
survival, or down right bloody mindedness. And
for many it will be a mix of all of the above.
Boudoir is about getting emotionally as well as
physically naked, and allowing yourself the gift
of seeing and celebrating your own beauty.

ABOUT ME

I’m a woman’s portrait photographer.
I have been blessed with a big overweight body all of
my life, and I say blessed because it has finally become
a gift. It now helps me to do what do now, because I
painfully know what it feels like to not be comfortable in
your own skin. I know what if feels like to hide yourself,
not wanting to be in any photographs and to know how
disappointed I will feel.
The first time I was professionally photographed, it blew
my mind, I had no idea that cameras could be used for
good not evil. That set my on a year long journey of self
portraiture, learning how to use light, posing and angles
to create beautiful pictures of myself. Once I could do this
for myself I realised I could do this for all women.
I am an award winning and accredited contemporary and
creative photographer. I shoot magazine style portraits,
offering a unique personalised experience whether you
are wanting professional headshot, family or personal
portraits.
I am particularly passionate about promoting self
worth and self love in all women of all ages. Not
when you’ve lost weight, not later, but now,
celebrating you, just as you are today.
My portrait sessions are fully driven by what each woman
wants. I take photographs to change how women see
themselves and I love to have fun and laughs with them
while doing this.

SELF PORTRAIT 2018

I truly believe at our core we all want to be seen.

YOUR PORTRAIT SESSION INCLUDES
PERSONALISED PLANNING
At our pre-shoot consultation we
will talk about what your personal
style is and how you would like to
be photographed. We will look at
my galleries and determine what
resonates with you. Then you
get to try on studio dresses, So
that you get the exact images you
desire (and even some you didn’t
even know you desired)
PRIVATE STUDIO
An intamate private
environment for just you,
me and my hair and makeup
assistant so you won’t feel
intimidated at all. We pamper
and preen you and give you a
full ‘model for day’ experience.
PROFESSIONAL HAIR
AND MAKEUP
Beautiful hair and makeup
specifically tailored to your
request. You decide what looks
you want and you can also
change it up as you go along. We
will make you feel pampered,
gorgeous and confident so that
you look and feel your very best in
front of the camera.

ACCESS TO STUDIO
WARDROBE
I suggest you bring at least one or
two of your own outfits but after
that you are welcome to play dress
ups, or set me a creative challenge
for your outfits.
MULTIPLE WARDROBE
AND STYLING CHANGES
We will style every minute detail
for each look. Jess is on hand for
the entire session so you change
your hair up and deepen your
makeup if you desire. We usually
manage to photograph five outfit
changes unless we do a more
time consuming creative shoot.
DIRECTION AND FULL
POSING GUIDANCE
During the portrait session I will
guide you every step of the way
making the experience very fun
and easy, so you won’t have to feel
like your doing it wrong, failing or
looking silly.
REFRESHMENTS
Water, tea, coffee and herbal
drinks are all available. We
will have a selection of cheese,
crackers, chocolate and fruit for
you too. Just let me know at
our consultation if you have any
specific diatary needs.

AN OFFER TO GET
CREATIVE WITH ME
You can be in a nest, have
wings, levitate, float in mist, be
a game of thrones character and
so much more, its only limited
by your imagination. Check out
the illustrative portrait gallery
on my website.
SELECTING YOUR
BEAUTIFUL IMAGES
One or two days later you will
come back to view and select
your images. I will show the best
70 or so images and walk you
through a quick and painless
selection process to you choose
all the photographs you truly
love and desire.
FULL RETOUCHING
Once you have selected your
images I will take about 2 weeks
to apply bespoke editing for that
magazine worth look and then I
will print them for you.
PRODUCTS AND DELIVERY
Your beautiful portraits are printed
at 8x10 protected in 11x14 mat
board and delivered to you in a
beautiful folio box to keep them
safe. Every image you purchase
comes with the corresponding
digital file for social media sharing.

COME AS YOU ARE, BE WHO YOU WANT

BOOKING YOUR CUSTOM
PORTRAIT SESSION
A customised portrait session with me is $250
which includes consultation, professional hair & makeup, photo shoot & reveal.
1-2 days after your photo session, you will come back to choose your favourite photos. Once
you have selected the ones you want, I will edit them to perfection and you will have them
approximately 1 week later. My job is to take beautiful portraits of you that you absolutely LOVE!
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
so that you can be confident you get images you love. In the so-rare-it-has-never-happened event that
you dont like any of your images you will be offered a complimentary re-shoot.

PRICING
FOLIO BOX COLLECTIONS
Beautiful keepsake boxes that hold your most cherished portraits.
The photos are 8x10” matted at 11”x 14” so you can slip them
straight into standard frames anytime you want

Prices start at $1400 for 6 beautiful portraits.

All purchases include the digital file for further reprints and social media sharing.

I want to show you how beautiful you really are
and how other people see you.

I want you to understand that...

BEING BEAUTIFUL IS TOTALLY
ABOUT FEELING BEAUTIFUL !
“My clients are gorgeous, everyday women of all shapes and sizes
of every age and background. They are you, they are all of us.
Join them and let me show you how beautiful you are”.
- Hazel Blake -

CAPTURING THE BEAUTY IN EVERY WOMAN

Contact me : 0421 061 660
www.hazelblake.com.au
hazelblakeportrait

